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Abstract

Prompt learning is a new paradigm for utilizing
pre-trained language models and has achieved
great success in many tasks. To adopt prompt
learning in the NER task, two kinds of methods
have been explored from a pair of symmetric
perspectives, populating the template by enu-
merating spans to predict their entity types or
constructing type-specific prompts to locate en-
tities. However, these methods not only require
a multi-round prompting manner with a high
time overhead and computational cost, but also
require elaborate prompt templates, that are dif-
ficult to apply in practical scenarios. In this
paper, we unify entity locating and entity typ-
ing into prompt learning, and design a dual-slot
multi-prompt template with the position slot
and type slot to prompt locating and typing re-
spectively. Multiple prompts can be input to
the model simultaneously, and then the model
extracts all entities by parallel predictions on
the slots. To assign labels for the slots dur-
ing training, we design a dynamic template
filling mechanism that uses the extended bipar-
tite graph matching between prompts and the
ground-truth entities. We conduct experiments
in various settings, including resource-rich flat
and nested NER datasets and low-resource in-
domain and cross-domain datasets. Experi-
mental results show that the proposed model
achieves a significant performance improve-
ment, especially in the cross-domain few-shot
setting, which outperforms the state-of-the-art
model by +7.7% on average1.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a fundamen-
tal task in natural language processing that aims
to identify specific types of entities in free text,
such as person, location, and organization. Tradi-
tional sequence labeling methods (Ma and Hovy,

† Corresponding author.
1 Our code will be available at https://github.com/

tricktreat/PromptNER.
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Figure 1: A comparison of the type-oriented (a) and
span-oriented (b) prompt learning with the proposed
PromptNER (c). C, N and M denote the number of
entity types, words and prompts, respectively.

2016) have difficulty coping with nested entities,
and recent works have transformed NER into other
paradigms such as reading comprehension (Li et al.,
2020; Shen et al., 2022), set prediction (Tan et al.,
2021; Wu et al., 2022a) and sequence generation
(Paolini et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2021; Lu et al.,
2022). However, low-resource and cross-domain
problems in practical scenarios still pose a great
challenge to NER models.

Recently prompt learning (Liu et al., 2021a,b;
Li and Liang, 2021; Lester et al., 2021) has re-
ceived a lot of interest because of its excellent per-
formance and data efficiency, and has been adopted
in many classification and generation tasks (Gao
et al., 2021; Schick and Schütze, 2021b; Ding et al.,
2021a; Wu et al., 2022b). Prompt learning con-
verts downstream tasks into language modeling
tasks, where cloze questions are constructed as
prompts to guide pre-trained language models to
fill in the blanks. However, named entity recogni-
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tion is a token-level tagging task, and it is difficult
to apply prompt-based learning on NER directly
(Liu et al., 2021a). Cui et al. (2021) proposes the
template-based method, which constructs prompts
for each potential entity span and then separately
predicts their entity types. For example, given an
input “Jobs was born in San Francisco”, Cui et al.
(2021) enumerates each span to populate [X] of
the template “[X] is a [MASK] entity”, and then
determines the type of the filled span based on the
prediction on the [MASK] slot. In contrast to entity
typing over the enumerated spans, some methods
(Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022) design prompt
templates from a symmetric perspective. They con-
struct prompts for each entity type and then guide
the model to locate specific types of entities. For
example, Liu et al. (2022) constructs the prompt

“What is the location?” for the LOC type, and then
predicts all LOC entities in the sentence, e.g., “San
Francisco”. We group these two types of methods
into span-oriented and type-oriented prompt learn-
ing. As shown in Figure 1, they construct prompts
based on the entity span or entity type, and then
perform entity typing or entity locating. However,
both groups of methods require multiple rounds
of prompting. For an input with N words and C
pre-fixed types, type-oriented and span-oriented
prompt learning require C and N(N − 1)/2 pre-
dictions, respectively. Moreover, each round of
prediction is independent of the other, ignoring the
latent relationships between different entities.

Different from the above methods that either per-
form multiple rounds of entity typing or entity lo-
cating through prompting, in this paper, we propose
a prompt learning method for NER (PromptNER)
that unifies entity locating and entity typing into
one-round prompt learning. Specifically, we de-
sign the position slot [P] and the type slot [T] in
the prompt template, which are used for prompt-
ing entity locating and typing accordingly. This
manner is enumeration-free for entity span or en-
tity type, and can locate and classify all entities in
parallel, which improves the inference efficiency
of the model. Since the correspondence between
prompts and entities cannot be specified in advance,
we need to assign labels to the slots in the prompts
during training. Inspired by Carion et al. (2020),
we treat the label assignment process as a linear
assignment problem and perform bipartite graph
match problem between the prompts and the en-
tities. We further extend the traditional bipartite

graph matching and design a one-to-many dynamic
template filling mechanism so that an entity can be
predicted by multiple prompts, which can improve
the utilization of prompts. To summarize, our main
contributions are as follows:

• We unify entity locating and entity typing for
NER in prompt learning by filling both po-
sition and type slots in the dual-slot multi-
prompt template. Our model eliminates the
need to enumerate entity types or entity spans
and can predict all entities in one round.

• For the model training, we design a dynamic
template filling mechanism to assign labels
for the position and type slots by an extended
bipartite graph matching.

• We conduct experiments in a variety of set-
tings, and we achieve significant performance
improvements on both standard flat and nested
NER datasets. In the cross-domain few-shot
setting, our model outperforms the previous
state-of-the-art models by +7.7% on average.

2 Related Work

2.1 Named Entity Recognition
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a basic task
of information extraction (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003; Wadden et al., 2019; Shen
et al., 2021b; Tan et al., 2022). Current named
entity recognition methods can be divided into four
categories, including tagging-based, span-based,
hypergraph-based, and generative-based methods.
Traditional tagging-based methods (Ma and Hovy,
2016) predict a label for each word, which is dif-
ficult to cope with nested entities. Some works
propose various strategies for improvement. For
example, Alex et al. (2007) and Ju et al. (2018) use
cascading or stacked tagging layers, and Wang et al.
(2020) designs the tagging scheme with a pyra-
mid structure. The span-based methods (Sohrab
and Miwa, 2018) model NER as a classification
task for spans directly, with the inherent ability
to recognize nested entities. Due to the high cost
of exhausting all spans, Zheng et al. (2019) and
Shen et al. (2021a) propose boundary-aware and
boundary-regression strategies based on span clas-
sification, respectively. Some other methods (Yu
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022) perform classification
on inter-word dependencies or interactions, which
are essentially span classification, and can also be
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considered as span-based methods. The generative-
based methods (Yan et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2022;
Zhang et al., 2022) are more general. They model
the NER task as a sequence generation task that
can unify the prediction of flat and nested entities.

In addition, some works focus on the NER task
in practical settings, including the few-shot NER
(Ding et al., 2021b) and the cross-domain NER
(Liu et al., 2021c). For example, Chen et al. (2021)
and Zhou et al. (2022) design data augmentation
methods augment labeled data on low-resource do-
mains. Some works (Ziyadi et al., 2020; Wise-
man and Stratos, 2019) use the instance learning
to perform a nearest neighbor search based on en-
tity instances or token instances, and others (Ding
et al., 2021b; Huang et al., 2021) use prototype
networks at the token level or span level to handle
such low-resource settings.

2.2 Prompt Learning

Prompt learning constructs prompts by injecting
the input into a designed template, and converts the
downstream task into a fill-in-the-blank task, then
allows the language model to predict the slots in
the prompts and eventually deduce the final out-
put. Due to the data efficiency, prompt learning
is currently widely used for many classification
and generation tasks (Shin et al., 2020; Gao et al.,
2021; Schick and Schütze, 2021b,a; Ding et al.,
2021a). Some works investigate prompt learning
on the extraction tasks. Cui et al. (2021) first ap-
plies prompt learning to NER. It proposes a straight-
forward way to construct separate prompts in the
form of “[X] is a [MASK] entity” by enumerating
all spans. The model then classifies the entities by
filling the [MASK] slot. Since these methods need to
construct templates and perform multiple rounds of
inference, Ma et al. (2022) proposes a template-free
prompt learning method using the mutual predic-
tion of words with the same entity type. However,
it requires constructing sets of words of the same
entity type, which is difficult in low-resource sce-
narios. Lee et al. (2022) introduces demonstration-
based learning in low-resource scenarios, they con-
catenate demonstrations in the prompts, includ-
ing entity-oriented demonstrations and instance-
oriented demonstrations. Another class of query-
based methods (Li et al., 2020; Mengge et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2022) can also be categorized as prompt
learning. In contrast to the above methods, they
construct a type-related prompt (query), e.g. “Who

is the person ?", and then lets the model locate all
PER entities in the input. Different from all of the
above, we unify entity locating and entity typing
in prompt learning, and predict all entities in one
round using a dual-slot multi-prompt template.

3 Method

In this section, we first introduce the task formula-
tion in § 3.1, and then describe our method. The
overview of the PromptNER is shown in Figure 2,
and we will introduce the prompt construction in
§ 3.2 and the model inference in § 3.3, including
the encoder and the entity decoding module. The
training of the model requires assigning labels to
the slots of the prompt, and we will introduce the
dynamic template filling mechanism in § 3.4.

3.1 Task Formulation

Following Cui et al. (2021) and Lee et al. (2022),
we transform the NER task into a fill-in-the-blank
task. Given a sentence X of length N , we fill
a fixed number M of prompts and X into a pre-
defined template to construct the complete input
sequence T . The model then fills the position slots
[P] and type slots [T] of all prompts and decodes
the named entities in the sentence.

3.2 Prompt Construction

Different from the previous methods, we unify
entity locating and entity typing into one-round
prompt learning. Therefore, we have two improve-
ments in prompt construction. First, each prompt
has two slots, entity position slot and entity type
slot, which are used for entity locating and entity
typing respectively. Second, our model fills slots
for a predefined number of prompts simultaneously
and extracts all entities in a parallel manner. Specif-
ically, the constructed input sequence consists of
two parts: M prompts and the input sentence X .
By default, each prompt has only two tokens: a
position slot [P] and a type slot [T]. For a sen-
tence X =“Jobs was born in San Francisco”, the
default dual-slot multi-prompt input sequence can
be represented as:

T =
{[Pi] is a [Ti] entity }i=1,2,··· ,M
[CLS] Jobs was born in San Francisco.

where “ [Pi] is a [Ti] entity ” is the i-th prompt,
[Pi] and [Ti] denote its position and type slots
and M denotes the number of prompts. Following
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Figure 2: An overview of PromptNER. The left part describes the model’s inference process and the right part
describes the dynamic template filling mechanism during training. The model takes a dual-slot multi-prompt
sequence as input and fills in the position slot ‘ ’ and type slot ‘ ’ by prompt locating and prompt typing.

Lester et al. (2021); Gao et al. (2021), we also ex-
periment with soft templates by replacing concrete
contextual words with learnable tokens. In § 5.3
we compare the performance of the model using
different templates.

3.3 Prompt Locating and Typing

With the input sequence T filled with the sentence
X and M prompts, the model decodes the entities
by filling the position slots [Pi]i=1,2,··· ,M and type
slots [Ti]i=1,2,··· ,M of M prompts.

Encoder We first use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
to encode the input sequence T :

HT = BERT (T )

Note that in order to encode the sentence X inde-
pendent of the prompts, we block the attention of
the prompts to the sentence by a prompt-agnostic
attention mask, which has a lower left submatrix
of size n × k as a full −inf matrix, where k is
the length of the prompt sequence. Then by in-
dexing on the corresponding position of HT , we
can obtain the encoding of the sentence X and the
encodings of the two types of slots, denoted as
HX , HP and HT , where HP ,HT ∈ RM×h and
HX ∈ Rn×h and h is the hidden size.

To enhance the interaction of different prompts,
we designed extra prompt interaction layers. Each
interaction layer contains self-attention between
slots with the same type (the key, query and value
are the encodings of slots) and cross-attention from
sentence to prompt slots (the query is the encodings

of slots while the key and value are the sentence en-
codings). Thus the final encodings of position and
type slots (δ ∈ {P, T}) are computed as follows:

Ĥδ = PromptInteraction
(
Hδ +Eid,H

X
)

where Eid ∈ RM×h denote the learnable identity
embeddings of M prompts, which can bind posi-
tion slot and type slot within the same prompt.

Entity Decoding Now we can decode the corre-
sponding entity for each prompt by prompt locating
and prompt typing, i.e., filling the position slot and
type slot of the prompt. For the i-th prompt, we
put its type slot ĤT

i through a classifier and get the
probabilities of different entity types as:

pt
i = Classifier

(
ĤT

i

)

where the classifier is a linear layer followed by the
softmax function. For prompt locating, we need to
determine whether the j-th word is the start or end
word of the predicted entity by the i-th prompt. We
first feed the position slot ĤP into a linear layer,
and then add it with the word representation HX of
each position to get the fusion representations HF .
We then perform binary classification to obtain the
probability of the j-th word being the left boundary
of the predicted entity for the i-th prompt:

HF = W1Ĥ
P
i +W2H

X

pl
ij = Sigmoid

(
W3H

F
ij

)

where W1,W2,W3 ∈ Rh×h are learnable
weights. In the same way, we can compute the
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probability pr
ij of the j-th word being the right

boundary. Then the probabilities of the entities
predicted by the M prompts can be denoted as
Ŷ = {Ŷi}Mi=1, where Ŷi = (pl

i,p
r
i ,p

t
i)

2.

Inference During inference, we can get the
left boundary, right boundary and type of the
entity corresponding to the i-th prompt as(
argmaxpl

i, argmaxpr
i , argmaxpt

i

)
. When two

prompts yield identical entities, we keep only one;
for conflicting candidates, such as entities with the
same location but inconsistent types, we keep the
entity with the highest probability.

3.4 Dynamic Template Filling

Since the correspondence between prompts and en-
tities is unknown, we cannot assign labels to the
slots in advance. To solve it, we treat slot filling
as a linear assignment problem3, where any en-
tity can be filled to any prompt, incurring a cost,
and we need to get the correspondence between
the prompts and the entities with minimum overall
cost. We propose a dynamic template filling mech-
anism to perform bipartite graph matching between
prompts and the entities. Let us denote the gold
entities as Y = {(li, ri, ti)}Ki=1, where K denotes
the number of entities and li, ri, ti are the bound-
ary indices and type for the i-th entity. We pad Y
with ∅ to ensure that it has the same number M as
the prompts. Then the permutation of the prompts
corresponding to the optimal match is:

σ⋆ = argmin
σ∈S(M)

M∑

i=1

Costmatch

(
Yi, Ŷσ(i)

)

where S(M) is the set of all M-length per-
mutations and Costmatch

(
Yi, Ŷσ(i)

)
is the pair-

wise match cost between the i-th entity and the
prediction by the σ(i)-th prompt, we define it
as −1{ti ̸=∅}

[
pt
σ(i) (ti) + pl

σ(i) (li) + pr
σ(i) (ri)

]
,

where 1{·} denotes an indicator function.
Traditional bipartite graph matching is one-to-

one, with each gold entity matching only one
prompt, which leads to many prompts being
matched to ∅, thus reducing the training efficiency.
To improve the utilization of prompts, we extend
the one-to-one bipartite graph matching to one-to-
many, which ensures that a single gold entity can be

2 pα
i = [pα

i0,p
α
i1, . . . ,p

α
iN ], where α ∈ {l, r}

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assignment_
problem

matched by multiple prompts. To perform one-to-
many matching, we simply repeat the gold entities
to augment Y under a predefined upper limit U . In
our experiments, we take U = 0.9M. We use the
Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) to solve Equa-
tion 3.4 for the optimal matching σ⋆ at minimum
cost. Then the losses for prompt locating (L2) and
typing (L1) are computed as follows:

L1 = −
M∑

i=1

logpt
σ⋆(i) (ti)

L2 = −
M∑

i=1

1
ti ̸=∅

[
logpl

σ⋆(i) (li) + logpr
σ⋆(i) (ri)

]

and the final loss is the weighted sum L = λ1L1 +
λ2L2. By default we set λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 2.

4 Experiments

To verify the effectiveness of PromptNER in vari-
ous settings, we conduct extensive experiments in
flat and nested NER (§ 4.3) and low-resource NER,
including in-domain few-shot setting (§ 4.4) and
cross-domain few-shot setting (§ 4.5).

4.1 Implementation Details

If not marked, we use BERT-large (Devlin et al.,
2019) as the backbone of the model. We use
reserved tokens and sparse tokens of BERT, e.g.
[unused1]-[unused100], as position and type
slots. The model has a hidden size h = 1024
and I = 3 prompt interaction layers. Since the
maximum number of entities per sentence does not
exceed 50, we uniformly set the number of prompts
M = 50. In the dynamic template filling mecha-
nism, we set the upper limit of the expanded labels
U = 0.9M = 45 for extended bipartite graph
matching. For all datasets, we train PromptNER
for 50-100 epochs and use the Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015), with a linear warmup and linear decay
learning rate schedule and a peak learning rate of
2e-5. We initialize our prompt identity embeddings
Eid with the normal distribution N (0.0, 0.02).

4.2 Warmup Training

Before employing PromptNER in the low-resource
scenario, we use the open Wikipedia data to warm
up the training for entity locating. PromptNER
needs to elicit the language model to locate entities,
while the pre-trained language model does not learn
entity localization during pre-training. Therefore
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Model ACE04 ACE05 CoNLL03

Pr. Rec. F1 Pr. Rec. F1 Pr. Rec. F1

Biaffine (Yu et al., 2020) 87.30 86.00 86.70 85.20 85.60 85.40 93.70 93.30 93.50
MRC (Li et al., 2020) 85.05 86.32 85.98 87.16 86.59 86.88 92.33 94.61 93.04
BARTNER (Yan et al., 2021) 87.27 86.41 86.84 83.16 86.38 84.74 92.61 93.87 93.24
Seq2Set (Tan et al., 2021) 88.46 86.10 87.26 87.48 86.63 87.05 - - -
Triaffine (Yuan et al., 2022) 87.13 87.68 87.40 86.70 86.94 86.82 - - -
UIE (Lu et al., 2022) - - 86.89 - - 85.78 - - 92.99
W2NER (Li et al., 2022) 87.33 87.71 87.52 85.03 88.62 86.79 92.71 93.44 93.07
BuParser(Yang and Tu, 2022) 86.60 87.28 86.94 84.61 86.43 85.53 - - -
LLCP (Lou et al., 2022) 87.39 88.40 87.90 85.97 87.87 86.91 - - -
PIQN (Shen et al., 2022) 88.48 87.81 88.14 86.27 88.60 87.42 93.29 92.46 92.87
BS [BERT-large] (Zhu and Li, 2022) - - 87.85 - - 87.82 - - 93.08
BS [RoBERTa-large] (Zhu and Li, 2022) - - 88.52 - - 88.14 - - 93.77

PromptNER [BERT-large] 87.58 88.76 88.16 86.07 88.38 87.21 92.48 92.33 92.41
PromptNER [RoBERTa-large] 88.64 88.79 88.72 88.15 88.38 88.26 92.96 93.18 93.08

Table 1: Results in the standard flat and nested NER setting.

PromptNER needs to learn the prompt locating abil-
ity initially by Wiki warmup training. We choose
accessible Wikipedia as our warm-up training data.
Wikipedia contains a wealth of entity knowledge
(Yamada et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022) that is
useful for entity-related tasks such as named en-
tity recognition, relation extraction, entity linking,
etc. We call entity-related hyperlinks in Wikipedia
as wiki anchors. These anchors only have posi-
tion annotations and lack type information, and we
use these partially annotated noisy data to warm
up the localization ability of PromptNER. Specif-
ically, we fix the weight of BERT, train 3 epochs
with a learning rate of 1e-5 on the constructed wiki
anchor data, and optimize the model only on the
entity locating loss to warm up the entity decoding
module. In low-resource scenarios (in-domain few-
shot setting in § 4.4 and cross-domain few-shot
setting in § 4.5), we initialize PromptNER with the
warmed-up weights.

4.3 Standard Flat and Nested NER Setting

Datasets We adopt three widely used datasets
to evaluate the performance of the model in the
standard NER setting, including one flat NER
dataset: CoNLL03 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meul-
der, 2003) and two nested NER datasets: ACE04
(Doddington et al., 2004) and ACE05 (Walker
et al., 2006). For ACE04 and ACE05, we use
the splits of Lu and Roth (2015); Muis and Lu
(2017) and the preprocessing protocol of Shibuya
and Hovy (2020). Please refer to Appendix A.1 for
detailed statistics on nested entities about ACE04
and ACE05. For CoNLL03, we follow Lample
et al. (2016); Yu et al. (2020); Jin et al. (2023) to

train the model on the concatenation of the train
and dev sets.

Baselines We select recent competitive models
as our baseline, including span-based (Yuan et al.,
2022; Li et al., 2022), generation-based (Tan et al.,
2021; Yan et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2022), MRC-
based (Li et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2022; Jin et al.,
2022), and parsing-based (Yu et al., 2020; Zhu
and Li, 2022; Lou et al., 2022; Yang and Tu, 2022).
These methods adopt different pre-trained language
models as the encoder, thus in the experimental
results, we provide the performance of PromptNER
on BERT-large and RoBERTa-large.

Results Table 1 illustrates the performance of
PromptNER as well as baselines on the flat and
nested NER datasets. We observe that PromptNER
outperforms most of the recent competitive base-
lines. When using RoBERTa-large as the encoder,
PromptNER outperforms previous state-of-the-art
models on the nested NER datasets, achieving
F1-scores of 88.72% and 88.26% on ACE04 and
ACE05 with +0.20% and +0.12% improvements.
And on the flat NER dataset CoNLL03, Prompt-
NER achieves comparable performance compared
to the strong baselines. We also evaluate the per-
formance of entity locating and entity typing sepa-
rately on ACE04, please refer to Appendix A.2.

4.4 In-Domain Few-Shot NER Setting

Datasets and Baselines Following Cui et al.
(2021), we construct a dataset with low-resource
scenarios based on CoNLL03. We limit the number
of entities of specific types by downsampling and
meet the low-resource requirement on these types.
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Models ORG PER LOC⋆ MISC⋆ Overall

BERTTagger 75.32 76.25 61.55 59.35 68.12
TemplateNER 72.61 84.49 71.98 73.37 75.59

PromptNER 76.96 88.11 82.69 62.89 79.75

Table 2: Results in the in-domain few-shot NER setting.
⋆ indicates the low-resource entity type.

Specifically, we set LOC and MISC as low-resource
types and PER and ORG as resource-rich types. We
downsample the CoNLL03 training set to obtain
4,001 training samples, including 100 MISC, 100
LOC, 2496 PER, and 3763 ORG entities. We use this
dataset to evaluate the performance of PromptNER
under the in-domain few-shot NER setting. We
choose BERTTagger (Devlin et al., 2019) and the
low-resource friendly model TemplateNER (Cui
et al., 2021) as our baselines.

Results As shown in Table 2, we achieve sig-
nificant performance improvements on both low
and rich resource types compared to BERTTagger.
In particular, we achieve an average +12.34% im-
provement on low-resource types. Prompt design is
the key to prompt learning (Liu et al., 2021a), and
our method adaptively learns them by the dynamic
template filling mechanism which can achieve bet-
ter performance in low resource scenarios. Com-
pared to TemplateNER, PromptNER performs bet-
ter in the low-resource LOC type and overall, and
slightly weaker in MISC type. We believe that en-
tities of type MISC are more diverse and it is hard
for PromptNER to learn a clear decision boundary
from a small number of support instances.

4.5 Cross-Domain Few-Shot NER Setting

Datasets and Baselines In practical scenarios,
we can transfer the model from the resource-rich
domain to enhance the performance of the low-
resource domain. In this setting, the entity types
of the target domain are different from the source
domain, and only a small amount of labeled data
is available for training. To simulate the cross-
domain few-shot setting, we set the source domain
as the resource-rich CoNLL03 dataset, and ran-
domly sample some training instances from the
MIT movie, MIT restaurant, and ATIS datasets as
the training data for the target domain. Specifically,
we randomly sample a fixed number of instances
for each entity type (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 in-
stances per entity type for MIT movie and MIT
restaurant, and 10, 20, 50 instances per entity type

for ATIS). If the number of instances of a type is
less than the fixed number, we use all instances for
training. We select several competitive methods
with the same experimental setup as our baselines,
including NeighborTagger (Wiseman and Stratos,
2019), Example-based (Ziyadi et al., 2020), MP-
NSP (Huang et al., 2021), BERTTagger (Devlin
et al., 2019), and TemplateNER (Cui et al., 2021).

Results Table 3 shows the performance of
PromptNER in the cross-domain few-shot setting,
along with some strong baselines. We observe that
PromptNER achieves the best performance on all
settings of fixed support instances for the three
datasets. At the extreme 10-shot setting, Prompt-
NER outperforms TemplateNER by +13.2%, +3%,
and +14.2% on the MIT Movie, MIT Restaurant,
and ATIS datasets, respectively. Overall, compared
to the previous state-of-the-art model, PromptNER
achieves a +7.7% improvement on average in all
cross-domain few-shot settings. This shows that
PromptNER can transfer the generalized knowl-
edge learned in the resource-rich domain to the
low-resource domain. Furthermore, PromptNER
can decouple entity locating and typing via posi-
tion and type slots, which is especially suitable for
cross-domain scenarios with syntactic consistency
and semantic inconsistency.

5 Analysis

5.1 Ablation Study
We conduct ablation experiments on ACE04 to ana-
lyze the effect of different modules of PromptNER.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4, with-
out the three practices, there is a different degra-
dation of model performance. If we assign labels
to slots simply by entity order or use one-to-one
bipartite graph matching, the model performance
decreases by 3.43% and 4.11%, respectively. We
conclude that a one-to-many dynamic template-
filling mechanism is important as it allows prompts
fit to related entities adaptively. The one-to-many
manner ensures that an entity can be predicted by
multiple prompts, improving the model prediction
tolerance. When encoding the input sequence, it
is also important to keep the sentence encoding to
be prompt agnostic, resulting in a +0.42% perfor-
mance improvement.

5.2 Analysis of M and I
We further investigate the effect of the number of
prompts and the number of prompt interaction lay-
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Methods MIT Movie MIT Restaurant ATIS Avg.
10 20 50 100 200 500 10 20 50 100 200 500 10 20 50

NeighborTagger 3.1 4.5 4.1 5.3 5.4 8.6 4.1 3.6 4.0 4.6 5.5 8.1 2.4 3.4 5.1 4.8
Example-based 40.1 39.5 40.2 40.0 40.0 39.5 25.2 26.1 26.8 26.2 25.7 25.1 22.9 16.5 22.2 30.4
MP-NSP 36.4 36.8 38.0 38.2 35.4 38.3 46.1 48.2 49.6 49.6 50.0 50.1 71.2 74.8 76.0 49.2
BERTTagger 28.3 45.2 50.0 52.4 60.7 76.8 27.2 40.9 56.3 57.4 58.6 75.3 53.9 78.5 92.2 56.9
TemplateNER 42.4 54.2 59.6 65.3 69.6 80.3 53.1 60.3 64.1 67.3 72.2 75.7 77.3 88.9 93.5 68.3

PromptNER 55.6 68.2 76.5 80.4 82.9 84.5 56.1 62.6 69.3 71.3 74.4 77.4 91.5 94.3 95.5 76.0

Table 3: Results in the cross-domain few-shot NER setting. We transfer the model from the general domain
(CoNLL03) to specific target domains with only a few labeled instances: Movie Review, Restaurant Review, ATIS.

Model Pr. Rec. F1

DEFAULT 87.58 88.76 88.16

w/o Dyn. Template Filling 86.19 83.32 84.73
w/o Extended Labels 84.46 83.65 84.05
w/o Prompt-agnostic Mask 87.59 87.90 87.74

Table 4: Ablation study. (1) w/o Dyn. Template Filling:
static template filling, filling the slots of the prompts
according to the occurrence order of the entities; (2) w/o
Extended Labels: no label expansion in the dynamic
template filling mechanism, i.e., using the traditional
one-to-one bipartite graph matching; (3) w/o Prompt-
agnostic Mask: using the original BERT for encoding.

ers on PromptNER. From Figure 3, we can observe
that the number of prompts is more appropriate be-
tween 50 and 60. Too few would make it difficult
to cover all entities, and too many would exceed
the maximum length of the encoding and impair
the model performance. In addition, as the number
of interaction layers increases, we can observe a
significant performance improvement in Figure 3.
This suggests that the interaction between prompts
can model the connection between entities. Con-
sidering the size and efficiency of the model, we
choose M=50, I=3 as the default setting.

30 50 70 90
: # prompts

87.0

87.5

88.0

88.5

F1
-s

co
re

0 2 4 6 8
: # interaction layers

87.0

87.5

88.0

88.5

Figure 3: F1-scores under different number of prompts
M and interaction layers I on ACE04 dataset

5.3 Analysis of Prompt Templates

Templates are important for prompt learning (Gao
et al., 2021; Ding et al., 2021b). In this section,
we conduct experiments on ACE04 to analyze the

effect of different templates, as shown in Table 5.
Contrary to intuition, inserting hard or soft contex-
tual tokens in the prompts does not improve the
model performance. We argue that adding contex-
tual tokens to our multi-prompt template signifi-
cantly grows the input sequence (each additional
token increases the total length by M), and the
long sequence may exceed the maximum encoding
length of BERT. Comparing hard and soft tem-
plates, we find that soft templates are more useful,
which is consistent with Ding et al. (2021b).

Type Template F1

Hard {[Pi] is a [Ti]}i=1,2,··· ,50 entity
[CLS]Jobs was born in San Francisco. 87.96

Soft {[Pi]<s>[Ti]}i=1,2,··· ,50[CLS]Jobs
was born in San Francisco. 88.05

Default {[Pi] [Ti]}i=1,2,··· ,50 [CLS] Jobs was
born in San Francisco. 88.16

Table 5: A comparison of different templates. <s> is
a learnable contextual token and the default template
contains only slots without any contextual tokens.

5.4 Inference Efficiency

Theoretically, for a sentence with N words and C
potential entity types, type-oriented (Li et al., 2020)
and span-oriented (Cui et al., 2021) prompt learn-
ing need to be run C and N(N − 1)/2 times. And
the generation-based methods (Yan et al., 2021)
generate entity sequences in an autoregressive man-
ner. Assuming that the length of the entity sequence
is T , it takes T steps to decode all entities. In con-
trast, PromptNER can locate and typing the entities
in parallel through dual-slot multi-prompt learn-
ing, it only needs one run to decode all the entities.
Under the same experimental setup, we compare
their inference efficiency on CoNLL03, as shown
in Table 6. Empirically, PromptNER achieves the
fastest inference efficiency compared to the base-
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lines, with 48.23×, 1.86× and 2.39× faster than
TemplateNER, MRC and BARTNER, respectively.

Model Complexity SpeedUp

TempNER (Cui et al., 2021) O(N2) 1.00×
MRC (Li et al., 2020) O(C) 25.86×
BARTNER (Yan et al., 2021) O(T ) 20.17×
PromptNER O(1) 48.23×

Table 6: A comparison of inference efficiency on the
test set of CoNLL03. All experiments were conducted
with one NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics card.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we unify entity locating and entity
typing in prompt learning for NER with a dual-slot
multi-prompt template. By filling position slots and
type slots, our proposed model can predict all enti-
ties in one round. We also propose a dynamic tem-
plate filling mechanism for label assignment, where
the extended bipartite graph matching assigns la-
bels to the slots in a one-to-many manner. We
conduct extensive experiments in various settings
including flat and nested NER and low-resource
in-domain and cross-domain NER, and our model
achieves superior performance compared to the
competitive baselines.

Limitations

We discuss here the limitations of the proposed
PromptNER. First, although PromptNER performs
well on flat and nested NER, it cannot recognize dis-
continuous entities. The discontinuous entity can
be divided into multiple fragments, while each posi-
tion slot of PromptNER can only fill one. A simple
alternative is to expand the position slots in prompts
to accommodate discontinuous entities. Second,
named entity recognition requires pretrained lan-
guage models (PLMs) with the essential ability to
sense the structure and semantics of entities, which
can enhance entity locating and entity typing in low-
resource scenarios. However, since PLMs prefer
to learn semantic rather than structured informa-
tion in the pre-training stage, PromptNER needs
to be warmed up by Wiki training when applied
to low-resource scenarios. Finally, since the num-
ber of prompts is determined during training, there
is a limit to the number of entities that the model
can recognize. If the number of entities in a sen-
tence exceeds the pre-specified value when testing,
PromptNER will perform poorly.
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A Appendix

A.1 Statistics of the nested NER datasets
In Table 7, we present statistics for the standard
nested datasets: ACE04 and ACE05. We report the
number of sentences (#S), the number of sentences
containing nested entities (#NS), the average sen-
tence length (AL), the number of entities (#E), the
number of nested entities (#NE), the nesting rate
(NR), and the maximum and the average number
of entities (#AE) in sentences on the two datasets.

ACE04 ACE05

Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

#S 6198 742 809 7285 968 1058
#NS 2718 294 388 2797 352 339
#E 22204 2514 3035 24827 3234 3041

#NE 10159 1092 1417 10039 1200 1186
NR 45.75 43.44 46.69 40.44 37.11 39.00
AL 21.41 22.13 22.03 18.82 18.77 16.93

#ME 28 22 20 28 23 20
#AE 3.58 3.38 3.75 3.41 3.34 2.87

Table 7: Statistics for ACE04 and ACE05 datasets.

A.2 Analysis of Entity Locating and Typing
Our work unifies entity locating and entity typing
in prompt learning, and in this section we compare
the performance of the model on the two subtasks
with some strong baselines. Following Shen et al.
(2022), we consider entity locating correct when
the left and right boundaries are correctly predicted.
Based on the accurately located entities, we then
evaluate the performance of entity typing. Figure
8 shows the performance comparison on ACE04,
PromptNER significantly outperforms the baseline
for both tasks, achieving +0.59% and +0.56% im-
provement in entity locating and entity typing com-
pared to Shen et al. (2022).

Model Pr. Rec. F1

Entity Locating

Seq2set (Tan et al., 2021) 92.75 90.24 91.48
Locate&label (Shen et al., 2021a) 92.28 90.97 91.62
PIQN (Shen et al., 2022) 92.56 91.89 92.23

PromptNER 91.86 93.80 92.82

Entity Typing

Seq2set (Tan et al., 2021) 95.36 86.03 90.46
Locate&label (Shen et al., 2021a) 95.40 86.75 90.87
PIQN (Shen et al., 2022) 95.59 87.81 91.53

PromptNER 95.15 89.22 92.09

Table 8: Analysis of entity locating and typing.
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